FRIEND DETECTIVE

FRIENDS

Friendship is two-way:
- You are willing to share with a friend and your friend shares with you
- You help your friend and your friend helps you

Friendship is unconditional:
- A friend will still be a friend if you are having a bad day
- A friend will still be a friend if you say, “I won’t do that because it makes me feel uncomfortable.”

Friends want the best for you:
- Friends want you to feel safe, included, and comfortable
- Friends help each other

NOT FRIENDS

One-sided friendship:
- If someone asks you to share all the time and doesn’t share back

Conditional friendship:
- “I’ll be your friend if you. . .”
- “If you don’t give me your cookies, I won’t be your friend.”

Not-Friends:
- Not-friends don’t want the best for you
- Not-friends don’t care if you feel unsafe, uncomfortable, scared, hungry, or sad

If someone asks you to do something that makes you feel bad, it is OK to say, “No.”